ARCHIMEDES CIRCLES PROJECT

What I did

What I learned:

Noah’s Ark Homeschool Academy
Label the USA Map
Alligators, Whales, and Ocean Liners, Oh My! Algebra with Y!

A. 1acios + 6acios = 1y + 6y = ____

B. 4whales + 3whales = 4y + 3y = ____

C. 2boats + 5boats = 2y + 5y = ____

1. 1acios + 1acios = ______

2. 3whales + 5whales = ______

3. 1boat + 5boats = ______
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Noah’s Ark Homeschool Academy
Sets Scavenger Hunt

Find sets where you live and record your findings.

1. Find a set of 7 in the bathroom: {__________}
2. Find a set of 0 in your bedroom: {__________}
3. Find a set of 10 in the kitchen: {__________}
4. Make a set of toothbrushes: {__________}
5. Make a set of measuring cups: {__________}
6. Find a set of 100 anywhere: {__________}
7. Find a set of 50 anywhere: {__________}
8. Find a set of 12 in the living room: {__________}
9. Find a set of 1 in your house: {__________}
10. Make a set of movies: {__________}